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EXERCISE 

Motion breads emotions.

Exercise helps us process emotions in a

healthy fashion and builds body

confidence.

Exercise also helps boost our mood and

decrease stress



SELF-
COMPASSION

Talk to yourself as if you were your own

best friend

While you might look at your own selfies

and notice an area of your body or face

or hair that you don’t love, what do you

see when you look at those of your

friends? Beautiful, fierce, amazing

women. 

You don’t pick her apart for tiny flaws,

because not only would that make you a

terrible friend, but what good would that

do?



POWER POSE IN
THE AM

Hands on hips, head up-facing straight

ahead, legs hip distance apart—look in

mirror and say something kind!



MONITOR YOUR
ENVIRONMENT

What things, people, places are in your

environment that trigger you to think

negatively about your body? 

Get curious, not critical. 

Journal these out.

Most of the time, the negativity comes

from social media 



PRACTICE
GRATITUDE

Have you ever thought about how much

your body does for you? 

Your heart beating, your lungs breathing. 

Make a list of 5 things you are thankful

your body does each and every day.



REST! OUR BODIES
NEED REST!

When we are overwhelmed, stressed,

anxious-our default is to go into survival

mode. 

Take time to rest and restore your body

by taking a nap, going to bed early,

practicing yin-yoga, or meditating. 



GET OUTSIDE

Finding a way to connect with our

outside environment and change our day

to day scenery has been shown to

enhance our overall feelings towards

self.

Walk for at least 10 minutes a day 

Bring a friend too!



MAKE A LIST OF ALL
THE THINGS YOU ARE

GOOD AT.

Yes, really. List them all out! Every. last.

thing…

If you’re really stuck about what you’re

good at, ask ten people who know you

really good and don't protest their

compliments. 



10 THINGS 

Write 10 things amazing about yourself

that have nothing to do with your

physical appearance. 

Write them as “I AM” statements. 

Example: I am intelligent.



PRACTICE GRACE

This is hard stuff. 

We have been trained to beat ourselves

up. 

We have not been taught how to care for

ourselves.

I often share with my coaching clients…

you have to give yourself a little more

grace, because this journey takes a

whole lot of grit!


